
Liberty Bell is ringing 
The Liberty Bell began ringing in 1973 sounding the death knell for its beloved America. 
Once sacrosanct, American life in the womb was denied its' right to life, liberty and the 
pursuit of happiness! Unborn Americans became a commodity, a business opportunity for 
those who saw profit, a sacrificial offering for those who saw political advantage and a 
disposable creation for those to immature to shoulder life's responsibilities. Immediate 
gratification replaced seasoned foresight and violent spirits won a bleak victory. The 
future could have only one outcome. Denial of a right to life in the womb meant denial of 
every other moral right would naturally follow. The violent spirits continued their attack 
and America has been in moral free fall ever since. A ruthless industry quickly emerged, 
under the guise of "freedom" and "reproductive health", whose principal objective was 
the wholesale deadly destruction of Unborn Americans for profit. Those who could have 
reversed this slaughter and enacted law to save our Unborn refused to do so. They 
claimed a personal principled objection to the carnage and then claimed the right to 
abstain from action, thus not offending any one who did not have the same moral 
convictions that they professed to own. Hypocrisy from their own lips, thus becoming 
what they claimed not to be. Religious leaders have accepted this hypocrisy with 
resounding silence. Moral freefall continues and any moral opposition is labeled as 
"hatred". Violent spirits attack and silence all dissent with great success. How convenient 
for the violent spirits to have accommodating legislative support. So don't expect to see 
those in positions of power, representing "state" or "church", to be seen publicly 
attempting to save Unborn American lives. The death knell is ringing and most if not all, 
are oblivious to its obvious and ominous import. Thus America has become a moral 
derelict and a true land of too few witnesses. 
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